Abstract-Reactive rhythm bands to imagined speeds of index finger movement and offline classification of imagined speeds were explored in the paper. EEG was recorded when 4 subjects executed motor imagery of two tasks at first-person perspective that involved left index fingers at two speeds (4Hz and 1Hz, trained and paced by metronome). Relatively prominent rhythmic activities around 10~13 Hz and 24~26 Hz over C3, 12~13 Hz over Cz, and 11~13 Hz, 8~10Hz, and 25~26 Hz over C4 were found by spectrum analysis. The most significant band 9-13Hz was used to construct the feature space. The Fisher discriminant analysis method (FDA), multi-layer perceptron neural network (MLP), and distinction sensitive learning vector quantization (DSLVQ) were applied in offline identification of imagined speeds respectively. The best average misclassification rates between fast and slow movement imagination by only three derivations C3, Cz, and C4 with FDA, MLP, and DSLVQ were 27.5±1%, 31.2±3.7%, and 34.6% at 3260 ms respectively. The results showed that FDA in this study was better than MLP and DSLVQ. This study demonstrated that discrimination for imagined speeds of finger movement was possible and feasible. Classification of imagined movement speeds with high accuracy based on EEG is also possible through improving methods in the paper. The study may provide a strategy to realize fine control of robots by brain-controlled robot interface. 
I. INTRODUCTION
A new human-machine fusion technology is direct brainmachine interface based on cerebral cognition. One of its potential application fields is brain-robot fusion. Braincontrolled robot interface (BCRI) is a brain-robot fusion technology which combines cognitive neuroscience and robotics. It is expected that direct control of robots by only thinking but no muscle activity involvement will be achieved by developing BCRI [1] [2] [3] . BCRI may not only help the motion-disabled persons to improve their life quality but also assist healthy persons to accomplish specific tasks [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . In addition, the study for BCRI is not only a way of using brain and developing brain but also a window of understanding brain and researching artificial intelligence [1] .
A type of BCRI is based on EEG evoked by motor imagery [13] [14] [15] [16] . The critical problems to be conquered for this kind of BCRI are identification of variation of speed or force-related parameters involved in imagined limbs movements with high accuracy and speed based on EEG measured by non-invasive method that has low spatial resolution. Recognition results are used to control the robot's motion parameters: speed and force.
More studies were focused on discriminating different parts of body involved in motor imagery than identifying variation of speed or force parameters related to imagined movements [17] [18] [19] . Identification fine parameters involved in movement imagination or subtle other thinking activity details based on neuron firing spike acquired by invasive methods with high spatial resolution may have higher recognition accuracy than EEG from non-invasive methods with low spatial resolution [5] . However, some studies have proved the latter was feasible [17] [18] [19] . Ying Gu etc. [17] shown that the task parameter of speed can be discriminated in single-trial EEG traces with greater accuracy than the type of movement when tasks are executed at the same joint in healthy volunteers. Ying Gu etc. [18] also showed the possibility of identifying the speeds of an imagined movement from EEG recordings in amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) patients. Han Yuan etc. [19] demonstrated the continuous decoding of dynamic hand and speed information of the imagined clenching and their findings suggested an application to providing continuous and complex control of noninvasive brain-computer interface for movement-impaired paralytics.
Robot-oriented control tasks, we attempted to discriminate the speed of the imagined tapping with left index finger in the study. The power of frequency bands which were reactive to the speed of the task was selected to construct feature space. We expect that classification of speeds will be performed by a small amount of electrodes and real-time feature extraction and classification methods.
II. METHODS

A. EEG data acquisition
Four healthy subjects (three males and one female) were recruited to participate in the data acquisition (age range, 23-40 years; mean ± SD, 29.5±7.1years). All subjects were right-handed and were previously unfamiliar to EEG and BMI. None of them had known sensory-motor diseases or any history of psychological disorders. Each subject gave informed consent for the study approved by Shenyang Institute of Automation (SIA), Chinese Academy of Science.
Subjects were instructed to imagine themselves tapping on the mouse key or table at two different speeds (4Hz and 1Hz) with their left index fingers, paced by metronome. Three sessions were recorded and each session was comprised of 4 runs separated by 5 minutes breaks. Each run consists of 20 trials (10 for each motor imagery task, yielding a total of 80 trials per session and 240 trials for each subject). Before being asked to recall and feel the kinesthetic experience of movement at a first-person perspective rather than mentally watching them or another person executing the task, subjects were trained to execute actual movements to get real experience of each speed [19] . The tasks were presented randomly to subjects. During motor imagination, no visual feedback which indicated effect of task was provided to subjects who were asked to keep relaxation and avoid muscle activation, blink, slow eye movement, and facial muscle tension. Timing f a single trial is referenced in [20] , [21] .
EEG signals were acquired with a 64-channel digital DC EEG amplifier (Neuro Scan Labs, synAmps 2) at sampling frequency of 500Hz and a 24-bit A/D converter. Signals were filtered with a band pass 0.05-100 Hz and a 50 Hz notch filter .The Ag-AgCl electrodes layout (extended 10-20 system) were used in data acquisition ..
B. EEG Data Preprocessing
After reference electrode was converted from vertex to bilateral mastoid reference (M1, M2), EEG signals were down-sampled at 250 Hz. In order to reject artifact, EEG signals that amplitude value exceeded 75% of max will be excluded from further analyses. Then, the moment of the third seconds after cued event was acted as a new event marker used as a trigger to split continuous data into trials: 2000ms before and 4000ms after the trigger. The trials were DCcorrected and de-trended [22] .
Although a lot of electrodes were used for data acquisition, it may be necessary for BCRI research to reduce the number of electrodes down for practical application. On the other hand, not only actual voluntary motor is controlled by motor cortex, some famous studies have shown that motor imagery can modify the neuronal activity in the primary sensorimotor areas in a very similar way as observable with a real executed movement [16] . Therefore, in the study, the channels C3, CZ, and C4 which overlap motor cortex area were selected to explore identification of imagined speeds of index finger movement. In the study, common average reference (CAR) derivations recorded over C3, Cz, and C4 during imagined speeds of left index finger were calculated as follows [ 22] : (1) where N is the total number of electrodes used for the recording in motor cortex area and around it and i and j were the channel number.
C. Spectrum analysis for rhythmic activities related to imaged speeds of left index finger movement
In order to identify frequency components which were reactive to imagined speeds, the spectrum of the reference interval of 2s before motor imagination on-set and of the action interval of movement imagination were calculated by FFT and compared at C3, Cz, and C4 channels based on the gBSanalyze of g.tec GUGER TECHNOLOGY [22, 23] . The difference between these two power spectra can be used to find reactive frequency bands which show a power increase or decrease related to the reference period [22] . In the study, the length of the reference and action interval to be analyzed was 2000 ms. Reference interval and action interval started at 0 ms, 2000 ms respectively. Data window type was Hanning window.
D. Power calculation of reactive frequency band to imaged speeds for feature space
The power of frequency band which was reactive to imagined speeds at three CAR derivations recorded over C3, Cz, and C4 was calculated by filtering the data with fourthorder Butterworth filter band pass, squaring, and averaging over consecutive samples. The window length was 252ms with overlap of 248 ms.
E. Discrimination of imagined speeds of left index finger movement
In this study, imagined left index fast movement class 1 LHF (4Hz) and slow movement class 2 LHS (1Hz) will be identified. Fisher discriminant analysis, multi-layer perception (MLP), and distinction sensitive learning vector quantization (DSLVQ) were used to discriminate imagined speeds respectively. Fisher proposed linear discriminative analysis as follows [24, 25] : started at 2000 ms, ended at 6000 ms, and stepped to 252ms. Features were band power of 9-13 Hz at three LAR derivations C3, Cz, and C4. The performance of the classifier was evaluated by 10 ×10 fold cross validation to randomly mix the training and testing data.
The discriminant function also can be approximated by multi-layer perceptron (MLP) with changing the connection strength between the units. In the study, MLP had one input layer with three input nodes corresponding to three feature channels, one hidden layer with four hidden nodes, and one output layer with two output nodes corresponding to two classes. In addition to the above two methods, distinction sensitive learning vector quantization (DSLVQ) was executed in the paper with codebooks per class: 2, alpha for learning speed: 0.05 and epochs for the number of iterations: 1000. Fig. 1 to 3 displayed rhythmic activity reactive to imagined speeds of left index finger movement at C3, Cz, and C4 respectively. The calculated power spectra in the action interval and in the reference interval were indicated by the green line and the blue one respectively. The significance level at the top of the graphs was showed by the magenta line. The dotted lines represented the 99% significance level for the power differences. Relatively prominent rhythmic activities around 10~13 Hz and 24~26 Hz over C3, 12~13Hz over Cz, and 11~13 Hz ,8~10Hz ,and 25~26 Hz over C4 were found at 0 to 40 Hz range during imagined speeds of left index finger movement. Reactive rhythmic activity to imagined speeds of left index finger movement at C4
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Reactive rhythmic activity to imagined speeds of left index finger movement
B. The result of discrimination of imagined speeds involved left index finger movement. Fig.4 showed the identification result with FDA for imagined speeds of left index finger movement. The identification error time course decreased from about 52.5% at the beginning of the trial to a minimum 27.5±1% at 3260 ms. This meant that the data set could be classified with an accuracy of about 72.5 ± 1% and the time for the best classification was at 1260ms after the event. Identification error of imagined speeds of left index finger movement with MLP Fig.6 showed the identification result with DSLVQ for imagined speeds of left index finger movement. The identification error course fluctuated over time. Errors in nine times were less than 50% and six times were less than 40%. It reached minimum 34.6% at 3260 ms and 4268 ms respectively. 
C. Discussion
In this study, compared with MLP and DSLVQ, FDA achieved a relative better identification result for imagined speeds of left index finger movement. Identification error curves with MLP and DSLVQ fluctuated more intensively than that with FDA. But from Fig.4, Fig.5, and Fig.6 , the optimal time of the least error occurred at 3260 ms. This might confirm the frequency component reactive to imagined speeds. Although the present study had achieved the best error rate 27.5±1%, the further reduction of error rate depended on the more significant frequency bands reactive to imagined speeds , and the more frequency domain and time domain features related to imagined speeds which were induced by good training strategies and found by better analysis methods [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] . In addition, in order to reduce error rate, it was also crucial to establish an appropriate mathematical model describing the relationship between EEG and imagined speeds and to apply better identification methods.
IV. CONCLUSION
The best error rate 27.5±1% has been achieved by only three derivations C3, Cz, and C4 for discrimination of imagined speeds involved in left index finger movement in the study. The results were mainly based on a frequency band 9-13Hz related to imagined speeds and FDA with fast training and differentiating effect. This also demonstrated that identification for imagined speeds of forefinger movement was possible and feasible. Our research in the future lies in finding more frequency domain and time domain features reactive to imagine speeds with online feedback trained subjects, establishing the appropriate mathematical model between EEG and imagined movement speeds, introducing advanced feature extraction and recognition methods to further improve the accuracy and speed of recognition, and constructing BCRI system for verification. [%]
